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today, the question remains as to whether urdu will be a major language in bihar or not. urdu in bihar has come a long way and has turned into a much respected and vibrant language. but its language base is always shrinking and being eroded. urdu has become the language of only the elite of the
state and not of the masses. thus, urdu should be encouraged and promoted in the state. the government should revive the urdu schools and colleges and provide financial support to them. more and more urdu medium schools should be established. urdu books and urdu magazines and journals should
be published. urdu inscriptions should be made compulsory in all the government offices and departments. bihar, as a state, has produced some well known urdu writers and poets. these include hakim sayed agha ali ahqar, tariq anwar, abdul wajid bismal purnavi, noor purnavi, abdul majeed sahaida
purnavi, maulana shah sharfuddin sam hafizi, maulvi bahaauddin asar garganavi, khurram shahid muha, abdul waseem ashraf shaikh, abdul wali kharqani, abdul wahab aurangazeb achakzai, abdul waheed kirmani, abdul hamid, mohd. shamsuddin, maulana zahoorul hasan and maulana mohammad isa
fartab. bihar has given rise to a number of prominent writers of urdu poetry and literature. they include hakim sayed agha ali ahqar, tariq anwar, abdul wajid bismal purnavi, noor purnavi, abdul majeed sahaida purnavi, maulana shah sharfuddin sam hafizi, maulvi bahaauddin asar garganavi, khurram
shahid muha, abdul waseem ashraf shaikh, abdul wali kharqani, abdul hamid, mohd. shamsuddin, maulana zahoorul hasan and maulana mohammad isa fartab.
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the existence of the minority community, which has been a part of the life of the state of bihar for ages, is now a very safe proposition. the state government has no intention of interfering in the matters of the minority community, if the community does not interfere in the affairs of the state. the
minority community has been provided security and protection. the state government is protecting the rights of the religious minorities, which was the dream of the leaders of the minority community, mr bimal karan nath prasad, mr ajit kumar jha, mr mohammad ismail, dr satish chandra dhar and dr
s.n.patel. immediately after the morning prayers, the participants held a poetry competition.prizes were distributed to the winners. the participants were asked to give their opinion on the role of urdu poetry in bihar and its role in the present political situation. most participants had some role to play in

their lives and all agreed that urdu poetry could have had a positive influence on the lives of people in bihar if only urdu was made a compulsory subject in schools and colleges.most of them said that urdu was their mother tongue and the political situation of the state could be changed only if urdu
became the state language. most of the participants asked that many of the "political" poets should be made to write poetry in urdu. therefore, he is trying to form a third front with the support of muslim parties. the muslim vote in bihar is a vote for the bjp. but if nitish secures this support, it will

certainly be an election of the muslims, not of the bjp. 5ec8ef588b
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